ABSTRACT This paper proposes a sparse video representation with a deformable spatiotemporal template feature, named as active trace template. An active trace is the motion track of an active spatial feature, which moves in a certain velocity. To accommodate geometric variations of the spatial feature and motion variations of the temporal track, the atomic spatial feature in each video frame is capable to slightly shift its location and other attributes within certain ranges to best represent the salient trackable structure. The representation quality is quantified by a spatiotemporal score. It is computed through a new proposed spatiotemporal hierarchical architecture of sum-max maps. Based on the score, a small number of best active trace templates are selected from all the trace candidates to depict the video sketch. The experiments demonstrate that for natural videos, the proposed model is able to provide an intuitive and sparse representation, which matches human vision as well as reveals the spatiotemporal correspondence along consecutive frames even in challenging situations, such as occlusion. Furthermore, it shows the potential on dealing with high level vision tasks by moving object detection and segmentation, and action template learning and representation.
I. INTRODUCTION
A sparse representation for videos provides explainable features and gives a meaningful interpretation of videos. It may segment videos into a set of parts by context. These parts may have structural, biological, or psychological meanings. They can be utilized for video reconstruction, activity inference or event analysis.
The most salient portions in videos for interpretation generally satisfy two properties: spatially sketchable in structure and temporally trackable in motion [14] . As human vision system perceives videos as an integration over time, the temporal correspondences play a more important role to impose constraints in order to correct and recover false and missing structure information. Take the first row of Fig. 1 as an example, the left knee of the boy is occluded by the girl in frame (b). If we consider individually frame (b), such important part of the knee will get lost. However, with the help of motion trace (pink solid curve), we can restore the position of the occluded knee via the interpolated trace of the motion (yellow dashed line), and yields a more meaningful and complete interpretation.
Inspired by this thought, this paper proposes a sparse representation for videos, named active trace template. Rather than considering the matching or tracking relationship between only two consequent frames, we take the entire video snippet into account. We establish a hierarchical sum-max scoring system for estimating the certainty of the trace existence. It provides a spatiotemporal score of one motion trace by accumulating non-local spatial feature scores. By estimating every possible moving trace of different locations and velocities in the video, we select the most likely traces based on the computed spatiotemporal scores.
Our contributions are two-folds. Firstly, this model considers long term motions, which may contain a complete activity, rather than single or two frames only. The spatiotemporal score of one trace candidate is not badly affected by the spatial scores of one or two frames. The coincidental low spatial score can be offset by the high scores of the previous and following frames. Therefore, it can better resolve situations like occlusion without a specific occlusion detection procedure. Secondly, our model provides an intuitive and sparse video representation beyond a tracking algorithm. As the third row FIGURE 1. Top: The prototype form active traces (yellow straight dashed lines) and the deformed active traces (pink curves). Middle: Spatial features (active corner with two arms in red and green) with velocity information (yellow arrows) along the selected traces. Bottom: Video sketches (yellow curves) and moving object detection (colored rectangles) with velocities (colored arrows).
of Fig. 1 shows, based on the results of active trace, we can depict the boundaries and motion tracks of every object, identify multiple moving objects (surrounded by the rectangles in colors), and learn the action template. These cues can be not only used for video synthesis or reconstruction, but also for further activity learning and recognition.
II. RELATED WORK
In the literature of object tracking, there is generally a strong relationship between the trackers (tracking algorithms) and the object representations (tracking features) [35] . The tracking features can be defined as any form for object representation that is of interest for further analysis whereas the trackers are applied to finding out the trajectory of an object over time.
Point tracking [3] , [19] , [23] , [27] is the most direct idea for object representation. It is generally classified into two types based on the way to compute the correspondence of points: 1) deterministic methods try to find oneto-one correspondence of points between frames by a set of motion constraints [21] , [26] ; 2) statistical methods adopt the statistics of motion properties for describing the uncertainties of the object correspondences [16] , [22] . Tracking based on kernels [11] , [12] regards the tracking objects represented by a primitive object region. The trackers are generally provided by template / density-based appearance models [18] , [25] , [28] or multiview appearance models [4] . Contour tracking methods [7] , [9] , [17] , [34] aim at pursuing the evolution of the contour of one object frame by frame. Representative models for tracking contours are state space models [10] , [29] and direct minimization of contour energy functional [6] , [36] . Another important tracking features include skeletons [2] , [5] , structures [8] , [37] , integral histograms [1] , textured motion [32] , sparse representations [20] , [30] , [31] , [38] , etc.
Our model is more like a sparse point or structure tracking strategy. Ideally, the feature points should have strong connections. It can provide sufficient spatial constraints to prevent the tracking results dropping into a local minima. Moreover, the features should provide a hierarchical scoring system to give the reference for spatiotemporal scoring. By taking these features into considerations, active corner is qualified as such a spatial feature. It comes from the active curve model [15] , which is a direct spatial extension of the active basis model [33] .
The active basis model [33] is a generic model for object representation and recognition in images. It is constructed by selecting a set of basis via filtering an image with Gabor filters of different orientations and scales. Each basis is allowed to have local perturbations on location and orientation for better fitting the object representation. From a set of images of the same object (could be of different postures or angles), a shared template for representing the object can be learned via a sum-max maps algorithm. The learned template can be used for object detection and recognition in various scales.
The active curve model [15] is based on the active basis model. It mainly follows the hierarchical semantic and the basic principles of integrity and reusable reconstruction. An active curve is composed by a set of Gabor elements, which can be arranged in a straight line or curve. The learning algorithm detects large structures by combining the small structures, and calculates all possible templates via the summax maps architecture. The advantage of such method is that no template is selected or discarded until all the active templates are computed. By not making early decisions, it improves the stability of edge detection and better overcomes the difficulty of discontinuous object recognition.
An active corner template is composed by two active curve templates who share a common intersection point. It adds the constraints on curvature, the length of active curve and the angle between two active curves. The score of an active corner can be retrieved from the active basis, given by the multi-layer sum-max maps of filter responses.
The new proposed active trace model provides a unified spatiotemporal hierarchical architecture for video representation. The spatial feature of the model adopted in this paper is active corner template. From this point of view, it can be considered as a temporal extension of active basis and active curve model. It refines the low-level mechanism of previous models, such as multi-scale assessment and redefine some sum-max levels; and further extends the spatial hierarchical semantic and the basic principles of integrity to the temporal dimension, producing a more natural video representation in terms of psychological and biological meanings. It is also a significant supplement of the explicit representation to the video primal sketch model [14] .
III. ACTIVE TRACE TEMPLATE A. DEFINITION
Active Trace Template is a hierarchical deformable template spanning from local spatial features to temporal domain.
An active spatial feature P x,A is a deformable atomic template used in image modeling or representation, where x and A depicts the location and the shape of the template respectively. x = (x, y) is the coordinate of P x,A in the image. A = {a i |i = 1, 2, · · · , k} is the attributes that characterizes P x,A . When referred in video context, we use a numeric superscript to indicate the frame number to which a spatial feature belong, e.g., P j x j ,A j stands for an active spatial feature on frame j.
An active trace template in a video snippet is a motion track connected by a series of related active spatial features P 0
on temporalconsecutive frames, where m is the length of the trace. Let v j be the current velocity of spatial feature P j
is the position of its corresponding spatial feature on the next frame. To simplify the active trace model, we make an approximation that active spatial feature moves in constant speed during the span of a short video clip (usually less than 25 frames). Even if the motion is far from constant speed, we can still overcome this by the local deformability strategy introduced below.
In the spatial domain, the active features along the trace should be similar in shape, which implies that
Just like v is defined uniform, we use a unified attribute A to represent the general shape of the features along the active trace.
Then a prototype of active trace template is defined as:
where x is the initial point from where the active trace begin, and P j x j ,A is the active spatial feature on the j th frame. Note that a prototype active trace template may correspond to a large number of different variants. For each active spatial feature along the trace, its perturbed version can be found in the intersection of its spatial neighborhood and shape neighborhood. A deformed trace template is represented as
x is the local variation on space, which implicitly leads to the perturbation on speed v j . A is the slightly change on shape. The perturbations are within certain ranges, and can be inferred by the local max pooling operation. Details of such settings are specified in section IV. A graphical illustration of active trace is shown in Fig. 2 .
B. TEMPLATE MATCHING
The local perturbation of active spatial features is meant to adjust the active trace such that it can best represent the salient trackable structure within its neighborhood area. Ideally, an active spatial feature corresponds to an instance in the video. The best active traces for presenting a video are FIGURE 2. Illustration in 2D view for active trace. Along the time line, the red angles denote the best matching deformed spatial features for representing the local structures in each frame and the red line denotes the active trace of the moving feature; the blue set denotes the prototype (the regular form) of this active trace.
pursued among millions of possible candidates based on a template matching score S. We define the template matching score of an active trace as the sum of matching scores of all active spatial features along this trace:
The higher matching score an active trace carries, the better it matches the instance and its moving path. Here, matching implicates two aspects: 1) spatially, the spatial feature template can represent the geometric structure of the instance; 2) temporally, the velocity of the trace is similar to the actual speed of this instance.
IV. ALGORITHM A. SPATIAL FEATURE SELECTION AND SCORING
In this paper, we adopt active corner template [15] as the active spatial feature of our model. It is the spatial extension of active basis [33] .
According to the definitions in [15] , an active curve template (CV ) is the composition of same-scale Gabor elements placed with equal spacing on a straight line segment or a circular arc segment of a constant curvature:
. B is active basis; x 0 = x, θ 0 = θ, ρ, l and s are the location, orientation, curvature, half length and scale of the prototype curve, respectively. θ i are perturbed orientations for every constituent basis. Here x is the location of the middle of the curve and notations ''+'' and ''−'' mean two extension directions from the middle along the curve. The template matching score is:
where h(r i ) is a monotone increasing transformation of Gabor element response r i , λ is the potential function parameter and Z (λ) is the normalizing constant.
An active corner (CN ) is constituted of two intersecting curves, hence the prototype form of an active corner is CN x,CV 1 ,CV 2 = {CV x 1 ,θ 1 ,ρ 1 ,l 1 ,s , CV x 2 ,θ 2 ,ρ 2 ,l 2 ,s , }, where x is the intersection location of the two curves. The matching score of active corner is:
In our experiments later, on one specific active trace, the parameters ρ, l and s of corresponding curves may vary along the video frames. The parameters x and θ are allowed perturbed in the neighborhood domain to meet the ''active'' property of the model. The neighborhood domain of CN x 0 ,θ 0,1 ,θ 0,2 is defined as 
B. MULTI-SCALE SKETCHES
In the active curve template model, Gabor filters used to compose active curves in one image are of the same scale. Single scale templates only explains the information of one frequency band, leaving the remaining frequency components in the residue image. As shown in Fig. 3 , single-scale templates often provide results less satisfactory. Moreover, in the case of videos, the size of an object may vary in different frames, hence it is difficult for fixed-scale template to match all video frames perfectly.
In order to improve the quality of our active template representation, we introduce multi-scale filtering to strengthen the active curve representation. An active curve is still composed by Gabor elements in the same scale to meet the consistency of one curve structure. An active corner is redefined as CN x,CV 1 ,CV 2 = {CV x 1 ,θ 1 ,ρ 1 ,l 1 ,s , CV x 2 ,θ 2 ,ρ 2 ,l 2 ,s , }. It is possible that s 1 = s 2 , meaning the two arms constructing the active corner may have different scales. Fig. 3 shows the comparison between single-scale and multi-scale sketches. The multi-scale result provides more details and shows more precise representations.
C. ACTIVE TRACE SCORING
By definition, an active trace (TC) is constituted of corresponding active corners over temporal domain:
m is the length of the video snippet. 
The calculation for S(TC v,CN x 0 ,θ 1 ,θ 2 ) is a bottom-up procedure via spatiotemporal sum-max maps as follows.
For any frame I j of a given m frames video I , the spatial scores are calculated through following step a) to f), and the temporal score accumulation is calculated via step g). a) Sum1 maps The S1 maps store the Gabor filtering responses of each frame:
G θ,s is a Gabor filter; I j ∂x is the local patch at position x in the j th frame; ⊗ is the convolution operation; T (·) is a composed local normalization and saturation transformation function. b) Max1 maps M1 maps keep the local maximum of S1 map values within a small perturbation range, including shift in position and orientation:
in which,
S2 maps store the scores of all active curve templates. It can be computed via a recursive framework:
where K is the number of Gabor wavelet orientations. d) Max2 maps
In order to obtain corners with higher score, we first save maximum curve score in Max2 maps:
Here, superscript indicates that the curve is indexed by its end point instead of its middle as mentioned above. e) Sum3 maps
The template matching score of active corner templates is defined as:
. (12) The angle of the corner
To accommodate geometric variations of corners across different frames, we redefine Max3 map as follow:
) Sum4 maps (active trace response matching score)
Define CorInd = (x , θ 1 , θ 2 ) as the index of an active corner and B v as the motion velocity bank. For ∀CorInd and ∀v ∈ B v , active trace score is the integration of active corner scores over video frames:
1) The variation of x of a tracking corner is influenced by two factors: motion velocities v and local perturbation x. x implicitly enbodies the perturbation of v.
2) For model and algorithm simplicity, here we ignore some possible rigid transformations, e.g. rotation of the two arms. By defining ω 1 and ω 2 as the rotation speed of two arms, S4 maps may become:
where
D. APPEARANCE SCORE BY LOW-RANK AWARD
The S4 score calculated above is solely based on the magnitude of the sum of feature responses along the trace. However, for some instances, it may lead to a bad trace only depending on the responses, because one response value may correspond to two totally different appearances. As a result, the appearance information is considered to get a more robust corner tracking.
Consider ] n×m , where n is the size of the patch. Rank describes the linear dependency among the vectors in the matrix. Therefore, the appearances of the patches from a well tracking trace should be with high similarity, i.e. rank(I x ) is low.
However, rank is integer, and in our application, the appearances of trace candidates do not have big enough differences to discriminate them via the measure of rank (e.g. the values of rank are all 2). Singular values measure the singularity of matrix, i.e., the linearity of the columns / rows of the matrix. The less singular values possess more percentage, the matrix is more singular and the entropy of the matrix is less. Therefore, by denoting singular values as
The appearance score is defined by the minus entropy of the distribution
It is highly related to the entropy of the matrix such that it provides a more accurate linear dependency measurement among the patch appearances along the trace. The maximum of S app is 0, if and only if rank(I x ) = 1. Then by extending (14) , the final score of active trace is (16) in which, w is the weight of appearance score. Fig. 4 shows a comparison of active corner tracking results via different score measurements. For the result without appearance score (upper row), the corners in red (2, 3, 4, 11, 12) are badly tracked. However, even in the case with appearance score of low-rank award (middle row), only corner 11 seems a little better while others hardly make any progress. In the case with S F score (lower row), all the corners are well tracked.
E. ACTIVE TRACE SELECTION
Max4 maps: in order to pursue the best active traces for representing trackable structures and guarantee no more than one trace starting at the same position x , parameters θ 1 , θ 2 and v should be well chosen from all possible values for maximizing the score of trace TC v,CN x ,θ 1 ,θ 2 ,
The corresponding θ 1 , θ 2 and v are kept in arg-max maps. By setting a threshold, the group of best prototype active traces can be selected. The theoretical computation of M 4 above is with too high complexity. Therefore, in order to save computation and memory cost, we employ a compromised method in our implementation rather than running over all possible CorInd exhaustively.
Before computing S4 maps, we apply a threshold to S3 0 and use non-maximum suppression to select a series of candidate active corners on the first frame in advance. The indexes of these selected corners are kept in a set of N candidates:
. Then in step g), we only compute the scores of traces starting with corners in CAND, and M 4(x , θ 1 , θ 2 ) = max v (S F (CorInd, v) ). 2 The overall processing steps are briefly listed in Algorithm 1.
V. EXPERIMENT
We test our model on videos under various topics, including but not limited to animals, vehicles and humans.
There are three most important parameters in our model: the max possible speed, the max allowed perturbation on the speed and the scales of the filters. They should be chosen to meet the need of the videos in order to achieve the best results.
2 Remark: Instead of choosing the first frame, one can choose more than one key frames as the base frame to build CAND, i.e. applying non-maximum suppression on S3 f 1 , S3 f 2 , · · · . It may enhance the precision whereas reduce efficiency.
Algorithm 1 Active Traces Pursuit

Input: m-frame video {I } m−1 i=0
Output: Active traces set C TC of I 1. Set C TC ← ∅; 2. Compute active corner scores for each frame: The lengths of the video snippets in the following experiments generally range around 10 to 20 frames. Theoretically, longer processing length can better overcome occlusion situation and give more meaningful representation because of more context information, but by taking one more frame into consideration, the number of active trace candidates increases exponentially, which may greatly increase computational cost. Therefore, the length adopted in this paper is a comparatively more economical choice.
A. ACTIVE TRACES IN NATURAL VIDEOS
This experiment shows the pursued spatiotemporal representation for video snippets under various scenes and topics as shown in Fig. 5 . The upper row of each example shows the original video frames, the pursued active features and backtraced sketches. Each active corner is constituted by two arms (reg and blue bars) and is marked by a number. The same number in different frames denotes one active trace along the time line. It is shown that the model can track most of the important structure points in the videos. The yellow lines represent active curves. The width of the line reflects the scale of the curve. We can aware the advantage of multi-scale assessment on video frame representations. Especially in (d), the truck becomes smaller as it drives away, hence the best match scale of its contour decreases correspondingly.
The lower row shows the synthesized sketches based on the active trace representations. As expected, these FIGURE 5. Active trace templates of natural videos. In each group, the upper row is the original video frames with active features, and the number marked on the corner illustrates which active trace the corner belongs to; the lower row is the synthesized sketches with appearance, where the corresponding corners are marked by yellow circles. representations can generally depict the contour of the objects in the scenes.
The curve in the sky appeared in Fig. 5(b) is a bad example. It is mainly caused by the low quality of the video and the unsuitable parameters for this local area.
B. OCCLUSION HANDLING
Missing structure in videos (e.g., occlusion, motion blur and noise contamination) is one of the major concerns in tracking problems. Since our model collects contributions from all spatial feature responses along the trace, the influence of accidental local minimum can be reduced. The temporal consistency compensates for the missing of spatial information. This advantage not only helps enhance the performance of tracking, but also improves the accuracy of spatial feature detection and prediction.
FIGURE 8. Action template representation. In each example, the first three rows are three action video snippets; the fourth row is the shared active curve template prototype. The tracking corners and curves are marked by the numbers in red and blue, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the effectiveness of the active trace model on dealing with occlusion cases. In the video, the red cab is occluded during the movement. Among all the extracted active features, the occluded ones for representing the moving cab are highlighted. It is shown that these parts are stably tracked even when the entire body of the cab is all occluded.
Another representative examples can be seen in Fig. 7 (the body of the girl at the back in the upper video).
To be noted, in the algorithm, the occlusion is estimated through the overall spatiotemporal scores but not by setting a hard threshold on video length. So the length maximum of occlusion occurrence that this algorithm can effectively deal with is hardly to specified. It depends on various factors, such as the saliency of tracking structures, the complexity of background, motion speed, etc.
C. MOVING OBJECTS DETECTION
This experiment shows the model having the capability of moving objects detection and segmentation.
It is realized by clustering pursued active traces. The clustering is based on two criteria: motion consistency and spatial relationship. More similar velocities and nearer spatial distance of two active traces mean they have bigger chance of belonging to the same object. We apply DBSCAN algorithm [13] with weighted distance for the clustering. Fig. 7 shows two examples. The corners in the same cluster are marked in the same color and are enclosed by a rectangle in the same color. As shown, it is able to give a reasonable classification of active traces hence provides the general location, configuration and movement of various moving objects. In addition, by tuning the number of minimum samples in a cluster, we can get more detailed clustering results. It implies there exists a hierarchical relationship among the spatial features, which may be useful in further studies on activity analysis.
D. ACTION TEMPLATE REPRESENTATION
This experiment illustrates how the active trace model can be used for action template learning and representation. In Fig. 8 , the first three rows of each example show three video snippets of the same action (walking, hand waving and hand clapping action from KTH dataset [24] , respectively) from different persons. For each video, the well tracked corners (green bars) and curves (yellow lines) 3 are important features for representing the action. By averaging the attributes of the elements, we get the action template prototype shared by the three examples (the 4th row). The merits of the template are intuitive and sparse. This is a simple test for the capability of active trace model dealing with high-level tasks. We will further refine the template representation and apply it to action synthesis and recognition. Possible future works are mentioned in the next section.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents the concept of active trace template, a deformable spatiotemporal template for video sketch representation. The representation is pursued by a spatiotemporal hierarchical architecture based on sum-max maps. It can be used for structure tracking, even in occlusion cases, moving objects detection and segmentation, and action template representation.
The long-term objective of the active trace model is providing spatiotemporal features for high level vision tasks, such as object detection and action recognition. In this paper, it has shown the potential on solving middle and high level vision tasks. In the future works, we will derive suitable inferring model and choosing reasonable classifier, or designing deep networks with specific structure that can make full use of this new feature for video analysis and activity recognition.
